
 

ï»¿Both the CPC velocity potential based and RMM-based MJO indices depict a robust intraseasonal 

event, with the enhanced phase now over the Pacific. Zonal wind anomalies near the equator at both 

the upper and lower levels of the troposphere are consistent with an MJO event, and the upper-level 

velocity potential field exhibits a strong Wave-1 asymmetric pattern. Only the OLR anomalies are less 

consistent with a canonical major MJO event, as much of the enhanced convection is currently 

developing away from the Equator across the Monsoon regions of South and Southeast Asia and over 

the Northwest Pacific. A time-longitude analysis of the OLR field shows a robust Kelvin wave crossing the 

East Pacific, which is currently still near the leading edge of the MJO enhanced convective envelope but 

will soon separate. As this occurs, the strong projections on the MJO indices may begin to weak en due 

to the destructive interference. Additionally, an evolving SST-driven low-frequency state across the 

Pacific favors suppressed convection, which may also be limiting the extent of the MJO enhanced phase. 

Accordingly, dynamical model RMM-index forecasts all show a weakening signal, with most models 

depicting a rapid jump towards the Indian Ocean as the Kelvin wave becomes the more prominent 

feature while the slower evolving MJO weakens over the Pacific. Therefore, as the forecast lead time 

increases, the role of the MJO in the evolution of the tropical convective pattern becomes more 

uncertain. Dynamical models do show an enhancement of the North Pacific ITCZ which will likely tie into 



increased tropical cyclone activity. Any MJO influence on Atlantic tropical cyclone activity would largely 

occur near the end of or beyond the Week-2 period, if at all. 

 

Tropical Storm Nepartak developed east of Japan and is currently nearing landfall over northern Honshu 

island. Dry air entrainment has resulted in poor presentation on satellite imagery, with most of the 

convection well removed from the circulation center. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center forecasts 

further weakening of Tropical Storm Nepartak ahead of and following the landfall. During both Week -1 

and Week-2, an enhanced and northward displaced monsoon gyre will provide a wide region of 

favorable conditions and incipient circulations for tropical cyclogenesis over the Northwest Pacific. 

Dynamical model forecasts show multiple closed lows and tropical cyclones developing near and north 

of 20N extending from the vicinity of Taiwan to near 150E over the next two weeks. With steering 

currents fairly weak, interests in Japan, mainland China, and Taiwan should monitor the latest forecasts 

from their local meteorological agencies. Tropical cyclone development is also favored for the East 

Pacific in the wake of the strong Kelvin wave, with the National Hurricane Center currently monitoring 

two areas south and southwest of Mexico for potential formation. A favorable e nvironment for 

additional tropical cyclone development is forecast to persist into Week-2, prompting a moderate 

confidence hazard on the outlook. No tropical cyclones are anticipated to form across the Main 

Development Region of the Atlantic during the outlook period, though conditions are anticipated to 

become slightly more favorable towards the end of Week-2, with dynamical models showing a 

disturbance emerging off the coast of Africa. Should the MJO or additional Kelvin waves cross the 

Western Hemisphere during Week-2, conditions may become more favorable for development during 

the Week-34 time frame. 

 

The precipitation outlook during the next two weeks is based on a consensus of GEFS, CFS, and ECMWF 

guidance, with some consideration given to precipitation composites based on prior MJO events. For 

hazardous weather concerns during the next two weeks across the U.S., please refer to your local NWS 

Forecast Office, the Weather Prediction Center's Medium Range Hazards Forecast, and CPC's Week-2 

Hazards Outlook. Forecasts over Africa are made in consultation with the International Desk at CPC and 

can represent local-scale conditions in addition to global scale variability. 

  


